Office of the Registrar
Krishna Kanta Handiqui State Open University
Resham Nagar :: Khanapara :: Guwahati -22

Ref: KKHSOU/Recruit/53/2013/123
Dated 10 October, 2023

Notification (Corrigendum)

List of the rejected candidates for various posts advertised against Advt No. R1/2023 with reasons thereof

1. Finance Officer
   I. Manoj Barman – Not worked in the scale of Deputy Registrar or Equivalent
   II. Surajit Roy – Does not fulfill required experience
   III. Subhrupal Borthakur – Counted experience of only 7 years, other experience does not imply the required rank or equivalence.

2. Deputy Registrar (Academic) (Against Lien Vacancy)
   I. Ms. Parbin Sultana – Does not have Essential Qualification
   II. Mr Lachit Borkakati – Does not have Essential Qualification
   III. Mr Gopal Kr Sarma – Overaged
   IV. Syed Naushad Zaman – Does not have Essential Qualification
   V. Dr Kanta Chakravarty – Overaged
   VI. Mr Dhruba Jyoti Sharma – Does not have Essential Qualification
   VII. Mr Sudhina Mantry – Overaged

3. Accounts Officer
   I. Meenakshi Dutta – Less than 5 years experience in the rank of Accountant
   II. Abhinandan Nath – Less than 5 years experience in the rank of Accountant
   III. Ditun Talukdar – Less than 5 years experience in the rank of Accountant
   IV. Partha Pratim Mahanta - Less than 5 years experience in the rank of Accountant
   V. Prateek Hazarika - Less than 5 years experience in the rank of Accountant
   VI. Jyoti Kalita – No Experience in the rank of Accountant
   VII. Sanjubi Sharma – Does not have required qualification
   VIII. Pinkey Bora - Less than 5 years experience in the rank of Accountant
   IX. Ranjit Das - Less than 5 years experience in the rank of Accountant
   X. Hemanta Sarma - Less than 5 years experience in the rank of Accountant
   XI. Manash Das - Less than 5 years experience in the rank of Accountant
   XII. Bikramjit Singha - Less than 5 years experience in the rank of Accountant
   XIII. Sudipta Suman – Experience Certificate not proper
   XIV. Dipankar Deka - Less than 5 years experience in the rank of Accountant
   XV. Dibyajyoti Mahanta – No required experience
   XVI. Nirmal Purohit - No required experience
   XVII. Pinky Taye - No required experience
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